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ABSTRACT 

 
Consistent hashing-based P2P networks, which scalability is indicated by efficiency of query and 
maintenance cost, take the hashing algorithm as mapping relation between the data and the identifier of 
every node in the network. By analyzing some main characters in structured P2P network, we introduce the 
Restricted Scope Lookup Service(RSLS）to divide the network into some less size structured sub-systems, 
so as to limit the bound of routing message while keep the scalability of network. The logical relationship 
among nodes in sub-system is organized by the binary tree structure, in which some definitions and 
qualities are proved, and the self-organizing algorithm and the routing algorithm in sub-system are 
described too. Simulations have verified the cost of routing algorithm and stability scaling logarithmically 
with the number of nodes in sub-system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

An important feature of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) 
system is that resources and services scatter to all 
nodes in the system other than the traditional mode 
which take them in the central, so that the operation 
to find key words become a core operation in the 
system. The unstructured P2P systems were 
confirmed out of place for the reasons of 
incomplete query results, slow lookup speed and 
poor scalable, therefore the different structures and 
special lookup services were developed to resolve it.  

The current researches concentrate emphasis on 
the structured P2P system[1, 2, 3, 4], in particular 
P2P structured networks based on consistent 
hashing, were found many excellent characteristics. 
In these systems, operations provided by lookup 
service include two parts as follow: (1) an m-bit 
identifier is created for each key which is assigned 
to node whose identifier corresponding to the key 
(always by intercepting prefix or postfix of 
identifier ), and the node take charge of the indexes 
of the key;(2) operation of lookup(key) can return 
indexes from destination node, and this process 
include three steps: calculating the m-bit identifier 
of the key using a base hash function and 
corresponding node at first , routing the request 
message to the destination node by the system route 
algorithm, and responding the request by 
destination at last.  

Using consisting hash, every node is assigned 
with a unified identifier which determines the 
node’s logical location in the network. The 
neighbor relations among nodes determined by 
identifiers make the system as a structured topology, 
for instances of the ring Chord, Pastry and the 
butterfly Viceroy. Query is limited to the all active 
nodes in the network, and efficiency of query is 
related to the sum of nodes. 

Scalability of structured P2P system is 
determined by efficiency of query (indicating by net 
diameter) and maintenance cost (indicating by the 
size of routing table). Research[5] has revealed the 
tradeoff relationship between them, and figure.1 
shows the tradeoff curve for some systems. For 
example, N active nodes in Chord construct a ring 
ordered by the node’s identifiers, and every node 
keeps a routing table(referred to as a “finger table” 
in Chord) which contain (log )O N  nodes apart 2i   
in clockwise, while the routing cost is (log )O N  in 
Chord. Therefore, tradeoff relationship means to 
improve performance at one aspect must depress 
another. 

This paper introduces Restricted Scope Lookup 
Service (RSLS), which is based on consistent 
hashing and can provide scalable and efficient 
lookup service. Dividing network into some 
structured sub-systems is precondition for RSLS, 
but the principle that how to divide is responsibility 
for application software above RSLS. For example, 
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nodes which share same file can join a sub-system 
in P2P files share network, and users who choose 
the same video program can organize a same sub-
system in a P2P stream media order and broadcast 
system. The number of nodes in sub-system must 
be fewer than that in whole network, so that 
performance can be improved across-the-board in 
sub-system. RSLS provides functions including 
how to organize the structured sub-system and 
maintains stability of sub-system as node joining or 
leaving, and the routing algorithm which transfers 
queries from source node to destination node is 
offered too. In an N-node sub-system, each node 
maintains information only about (log )O N  other 
nodes, and the query which can be routed to 
destination only requires (log )O N  messages. 
Compare to other lookup services[6, 7, 8 ,9, 10], 
RSLS has good qualities at following aspects: (1) 
nodes involved in the operation are limited in a 
certain sub-system and the number of them must be 
lower than that of whole network; (2) identifier of 
each node is created instantly, so that logical 
relationship between nodes needn’t be established 
before nodes join the network, and assure 
anonymity of nodes, (3) the logical structure of sub-
system is plain and some features can be proved in 
it. 

 
Figure 1: Asymptotic Path Length 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents some definitions, description of 
central algorithm and performance analysis about 
RSLS. Section 3 presents simulations about RSLR 
and analysis for results. Section 4 concludes the 
paper. 

 
2. THE RSLS PROTOCOL 
 

The RSLS protocol employs binary tree structure 
to represent logical structure of sub-system, and 
specifies the operations which regulate node to join 
sub-system and maintain sub-system stable. In 
figure.2, a sub-system includes three peers among 
the system. 

2.1 Data Structure 
The logical relationship among nodes form a 

binary tree structure, the relationship and growth 
process show in figure.3, and every leaf in the tree 
correspond to a node’s current logical state in sub-
system. The process for a new node joining sub-
system can be described as selecting and connecting 
a active node in sub-system comply with the RSLS 
protocol , and the new node can be named as son 
node and the node accept it named as father node. 
Differ from other P2P system, identifier of node is 
temporary and unfixed, h

xid  represents identifier of 
node X  when it’s level is h  ,original node (when 
the first node join sub-system) is identified as 0  , 
and other node at thh  level can be identified with h-
bit identifier. The action of joining or leaving can 
be described by the action of leaves in binary tree. 

Definition 1 (Saturation): To suppose value of a 
binary tree’s depth is l  and the number of its leaves 
is N , we can present / 2i

lS N=  as this binary 
tree’s saturation, and we call it as absolute saturated 
tree when this value is 1. Depth has quality of 

(log )l O N=  because that RSLS control the actions 
when new node joins in sub-system. 

Definition 2 (Necessary interval): For any two 
nodes X  and Y  at thh  level, we describe the sum 
of different bits for same position in their h-bit 
identifiers as necessary interval between them, 
recorded as ( , )hD X Y . The value can’t surpass   
and the expectation may be / 2h . 

 
Figure.2: RSLS neighbor information table 

 

Definition 3 (Neighbors): Neighbors are nodes 
which have a logical relationship directly. Father 
node accepts son node as its’ new neighbor, while 
son node finds it neighbors from information it 
inherits from father. Node lies at thh  level have 
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1h −  neighbors and value of necessary interval 
between them is 1. 

 
Figure.3: Binary tree of RSLS growth 

 

RSLS use neighbor table (Figure.2) conserve all 
neighbors’ information, which includes attributes 
about neighbors. h

nodeid  represents the neighbor’s 
identifier, isActive  represents whether the neighbor 
had joined sub-system or not; and level  represents 
neighbor’s location in binary tree at current. When 
new node joins sub-system, father node adds it into 
local neighbor table while son node initializes its’ 
own neighbor table. Node needs inform its’ 
neighbors to refresh their own neighbor tables when 
some attributes had been altered. 

2.2 Node Joins 
The state of sub-system can be influenced as it 

affiliates a new node; hence affect the distribution 
of indexes. In order to assure the time complicacy 
of routing arithmetic as (log )O N , RSLS defines 
three central operations: (1) how to initialize and 
maintain neighbor table; (2) how to relocate indexes 
of key among nodes; (3) how to route query in sub-
system. We present first and second operation at 
follow. 

Policy that neighbor is prior as father node: 
Any candidate node X  has ability to affiliate a new 
node Y  only has both characters of (1) all of its 
neighbors had joined already; (2) none of 
neighbors’ current level is less than that of its’ own. 
Otherwise, when node X  has a neighbor whose 
isActive  attribute is false, node Z  should be 
selected to affiliate new node  , and   must satisfy 
the condition that Y  will be the referred neighbor 
of X  if Z  accept it into sub-system, on the other 
hand, to select neighbor iX  which current level less 
than X  as candidate node once again. 

Maintain and initialize neighbor table: some 
attributes of father node X  should be updated 
according to new logical position after it accepted 
son node Y . For example, its’ identifier should be 

1 2*h h
x xid id+ =  when it come to ( 1)thh +  level. 

Neighbor table should be refreshed at the same time, 

it should append node Y  as new neighbor and 
inform former neighbors to refresh their own 
neighbor tables. Node Y  initialize its’ own 
attributes with information receiving from X . Its’ 
identifier is 1 2* 1h h

x xid id+ = + , and each neighbor of 
Y  is either son of father’s corresponding neighbor 
or null. Y  should contact every active neighbor to 
get their information and inform them about the 
information of themselves. 

Index transfer: After new node joined, it needs 
not only to publish its’ own keys, but also to 
manage former keys in sub-system. RSLS adopt the 
same prefix matching policy to assign keys to nodes, 
and it means that the index of key always be 
managed by the node whose current identifier is 
section of prefix to m-bit identifier of key. For 
example, node (1101)X  lies at 4th  level of binary 
tree and preserves all indexes of key whose prefix 
of m-bit identifier is 1101 . The index can be 
divided into two parts whose prefix includes 11010  
and 11011 , and the latter will be transferred to son 
node Y  after it joined in sub-system by connecting 
X . Meanwhile, identifier of X  becomes 11010  

and that of Y  becomes 11011  . 

2.3 Failure 
When a node X  failure, some influence will 

make sub-system unstable transitorily, for the 
reasons as (1) the indexes of key X  maintaining 
should become untouchable; (2) routing path 
including X  is disable. This paper discusses the 
situation of node join sub-system one by one, and 
the case of node failure will be discussed in latter 
papers. 

2.4 Routing Algorithm 
Query for key is routed among nodes, and to 

choose next-hop node depend on the routing 
algorithm and information of neighbor tables. We 
can get some characteristics of routing algorithm by 
analyzing structure of binary tree (logical structure 
of sub-system). 

Proposition: In an absolute saturated tree whose 
value of depth is l , query can reach destination 
node Y  from source node X  by the number of 

( , ) (0 )hD X Y h l< ≤  routing messages. 

Proof: As suppose X , Y  are any two nodes and 
( , )hD X Y k=  at h  level, a neighbor node 1X  can 

be found which satisfy 1( , ) 1hD X Y k= −  at 
neighbor table of 1X , in the same way, 2X  can be 
found at neighbor table of 1X  and 
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2( , ) 2,...,hD X Y k Y= −  must be found at neighbor 
table of 1kX −  finally. We name nodes sequence of 

1 2 1( , , ,..., , )kX X X X Y−  as routing path from X  to 
Y , or least routing path if its’ length is ( , )hD X Y  
(including number of ( , ) 1hD X Y +  nodes). 

Example of finding least routing path: As 
suppose X , Y  are any two nodes and 

1 2( , ,..., ,..., )h
x j hid k k k k= , 1 2( , ,..., ,..., )h

jy hid k k k k=  
are their current identifiers, between which jk  is 
highest different bit. We can find neighbor node 1X  

whose identifier is 
1 1 2( , ,..., ,..., )h

jx hid k k k k=  and 

1( , ) 1D X Y k= − . It can obtain node Y  by k  
operations as such. In fact, next-hop node of iX  is 
its’ neighbor 1iX +  whose identifier has a highest 
different bit with that of iX . 

RSLS uses consisting hash to get exclusive m-bit 
identifier for each key, and assigns key to node 
following the same prefix matching policy. The 
core operation at RSLS is routing query to 
destination node by uniform routing algorithm. 

The routing algorithm can be described as 
process of decreasing necessary interval between 
routing node and destination node until reaching 
destination node. Suppose in an absolute saturated 
tree whose value of depth is l  and have 2lN =  
leaves, so that the expecting routing interval 
between any two nodes is 2(log ) / 2N  which 
similar to that of Chord, but here N  is the number 
of nodes in a sub-system. 

We analyzed a special binary tree above, which 
seldom occurred in practice; therefore, the 
operation might be failure at ordinary binary tree 
when it select a inactive neighbor as next-hop or the 
destination node is inexistent in sub-system. The 
rate of failure relies mainly on the saturation of 
binary tree obviously. 

RSLS adopt father nodes to substitute failed node 
and inexistent destination node: At h  level, node 

iX  will route the query to destination node Y , it 
route the query to its’ father node '

iX  when next-
hop it calculate by routing algorithm is inexistent, 
and destination node be changed to node 'Y  which 
is father of node Y . Finally, node 'Y  route the 
message to Y  if Y  had joined sub-system already. 

The improved routing algorithm increases the 
cost of routing process but ensures the reliability of 

it. Meanwhile, the algorithm has character of exact 
lookup. Whether or not destination node has joined 
sub-system is unknown for source node when it 
send query, but the improved algorithm allow the 
predicted destination node at first not to be node 
which conserve proper indexes. The expecting 
routing interval between any two nodes is still 

(log )O N , and showed by the data of simulations is 
value of approximate 2(log ) / 2N . 

3. SIMULATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
 

We had simulated sizes of sub-system whose 
logical structures were presented as binary trees 
with different depth. Simulations test the data of 
saturation, maintenance cost and efficiency of 
routing algorithm in the binary trees. Saturation of 
tree indicates the capability of sub-system to accept 
user nodes; maintenance cost means the cost to 
keep sub-system stable again after a new node 
joined, and we employ the number of messages to 
find father node and refresh neighbor tables as 
maintenance cost in RSLS; The process of lookup 
(key) operation had been simulated, and cost of the 
operation and maintenance cost were verified 
scaling logarithmically with the number of nodes in 
sub-system. 

We simulated the process of building sub-system 
at most 30,000 nodes and operations in it, our work 
based on premises as follow: 

1). Every node has same opportunity to connect 
with a new node; 

2). Output of key by consisting hash is 
symmetrical within extent of value region, and 
query for key is random and sum of them is 
approximate for every key in sub-system. 

3.1 Data About Saturation 
Saturation of binary is determined by the number 

of leaf and the value of its’ depth, we use min
lS  

represents the value of saturation when depth of 
binary tree reach l  just now, and use max

lS  
represents of the value of saturation if any node 
accept a new node and reach higher depth 1l + . The 
data of saturations at different size of binary trees 
show in figure.4. Data of min

lS  and max
lS  tend to 

stable while depth of tree become higher, so that it 
have good capability to accommodate nodes and 
quality of (log )l O N= . 
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Figure.4: The Saturation Of Different Binary Tree 

Depth 

3.2 Maintenance Cost 
Neighbor tables of some nodes should be 

refreshed after one node had joined sub-system. We 
employ the number of messages to select father 
node and refresh neighbor tables as maintenance 
cost, and it involves father node, son node and their 
neighbor nodes. The cost relies on the position of 
father node in binary tree. Suppose candidate node 
lies at thh  level and the real father lies at thm  level, 
so the value of maintenance cost is 
( ) 2 (log )h m m h m O N− + = + = . It need only 
additional sum of (log )O N  messages to make sub-
system stable again when a node join in. Figure.5 
shows the data of maintenance cost in different 
depth of binary trees. 

 
Figure.5: The Cost For Nodes Joining At Different Depth 

Binary Tree 

 

3.3 Expecting Routing Interval 
The efficiency of routing algorithm can be 

indicated by the number of routing operations in the 
process to route query from source node to 
destination node. Expecting routing interval is 
affected by the necessary interval among nodes and 

state of sub-system (determined by saturation 
mainly). 

Accepting new node has influence to expecting 
routing interval on two aspects as follow: the value 
of expecting routing interval may be increased 
when the necessary interval between new node and 
others is more than it, and we call this influence as 
positive influence; on the other hand, new node 
may increase the saturation of tree which reduce the 
rate of routing failure and decrease value of 
expecting routing interval, and we call this 
influence as negative influence. 

In the period of saturation increasing from minS  
to maxS , the expecting routing interval behave two 
different phases. At the beginning, positive 
influence will take more effect to expecting routing 
interval than negative influence if new node lies at 

thl  level, for the reason that binary tree have more 
ability to accept nodes at thl  level, expecting 
routing interval is increased as a whole. When 
expecting routing interval arrive at some extent and 
positive influence by new nodes is lessened but the 
negative influence is increased, so that expecting 
routing interval presents trend of decrease until the 
value of depth become 1l + . We simulate 500 
random operations of lookup for every node in 
different sizes of sub-system, and the influence of 
two directions was proved by results of simulation 
and obvious in large size sub-systems. Figure.6 
shows that the value of expecting routing interval is 
bigger than 2(log ) / 2N  appreciably. 

 
Figure.6. The Path Length Of Different Sub-System 

Size 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
We introduce RSLS protocol which provides 

lookup service in P2P environment. RSLS construct 
sub-systems in a P2P network, and improve the 
quality of lookup service through decreasing the 
sum of participant nodes. Sub-system has self-
organization ability which organizes logical 
relationship among nodes by structure of binary 
tree. In a sub-system including N  nodes, every 
node conserve states of other (log )O N  nodes, and 
route query to destination node by (log )O N  
intervals, so that sub-system constructed by RSLS 
has quality of scalability. 
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